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I am a creative web developer dedicated to developing and optimizing interactive, user-friendly, and feature-rich
websites.
Technologies and Languages

● Languages: HTML, CSS, Javascript, Typescript, Python
● Technologies: React, Next, Vue, MySQL, Postgres, Git, Github, Graphql, MongoDB
● Other: Mocha, Material-UI, Tailwind, Sass

Experience

Frontend Engineer,Code Vyasa: Jun 2022 - Jan 2023

● Worked on Aqualogica brand, one of largest cosmetic brands in India maintaining the website which has
a user base of 0.5 million users.

● Did A/B Testing of different UI/UX components. Was responsible for improving the brand’s CR by 13%.

Full Stack Engineer, Assembo: Sep 2021 - Jun 2022

● Created User-authentication system through Google one-tap for the alpha prototype of the application.
● Contributed in creating a Zoom Bot for transcription of Audio
● Made some cost cutting decisions which helped in reducing development costs for the prototype.

Open-Source

● Calendar Application:

An open-source full-stack calendar application which helps with connecting to strangers. It is a virtual
calendar for every individual to connect to others for coffee chats or other related events. (code)(video)

Projects

● OTT Application:

Created with mobile-first principle designs an OTT Platform having authentication with the Firebase Auth
and video playing functionality using ReactJS and Styled Components (reusable Compound
Components). The design is heavily inspired by Netflix. (code)

● Social Media Application:

A full-stack social media application created with React(frontend) and Graphql, MongoDB(backend).
There is authentication in the backend, password hashing using CryptJs for protection. The design of
posts is heavily inspired by Twitter. (code)

● Google Search Application:

Created a mobile responsive search engine with complete search functionalities by linking to Google
Search API. Made the design more robust with the help of JIT Tailwind and is inspired by Google.Added
pagination to results displayed using state management.(code)

● Blog Application:

Created an application using Vuejs and Firebase. It is a blog posting web application which includes the
function of adding ,removing ,updating posts.(code)

Education

● Bachelor of Management Studies, Shaheed Sukhdev College of Business Studies ( Best Undergraduate
Business School in India, India Today 2021). 2019-2022

Interests

● I am a lifelong learning enthusiast, who has done over 4+ specializations and over 30+ certifications in
different fields on Coursera. Currently , I am learning some different things on Udemy.

● I have a following of 400+ on LinkedIn, and over 600+ on Twitter, where I post content with regards to
Web Development.
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